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Lower growth profile and rising US yields call
for downgraded EUR calls
In November, significant downside risks to our
November forecasts materialised, with growth concerns
and rising US yields pushing EURUSD down from 1.16 to
the 1.12 level. Growth concerns arose as some eurozone
countries went into light lockdowns while more
restrictions are likely to follow, and at the same time
increased inflation fears caused market pricing for the
Fed to become more aggressive.
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To account for these developments, which are likely to remain in play
until year-end, we have downgraded our EURUSD forecasts.
While this is most visible over our shorter-term forecasts given the near-term growth
shocks, we have downgraded our EURUSD forecast over the whole horizon to account
for the risk of more aggressive Fed normalisation in 2022.
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Below is an overview of recent EURUSD drivers and our view on
them going forward:
European lockdowns weigh on near-term growth. Austria and the Netherlands were the
first to impose soft lockdowns nationally as the pressure on the health infrastructure
became difficult to control ahead of winter, and all eyes are now on Germany and France
to tighten Covid restrictions as both countries are seeing record surges in numbers.
Germany passed 100,000 deaths this week, and Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel
already announced the government would introduce tighter Covid-19 restrictions on
unvaccinated citizens.
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France’s Health Minister Olivier Véran is set to announce new measures on November 25
concerning booster doses and preventive measures such as mask wearing. All of this has
weighed on sentiment in the Eurozone, and in turn, the bloc’s currency.

The euro is unlikely to recover much of its losses in the very nearterm, unless the worsening Covid situation expands to outside of
the bloc to impact other major economies, especially given the
emergency of the new Covid strain, or the recent tightening of
measures is effective in limiting the severity of the latest wave.

Increased inflation expectations. Since the latest CPI inflation report from the US, where
the increase in inflation was broad-based as opposed to concentrated on components
sensitive to reopening effects for the first time since the pandemic, markets became
increasingly sceptical that the current elevated prices are transitory and continued to
push back on the Fed’s mantra that price increases will fade. This has led to more
aggressive market bets on rate hikes from the Federal Reserve. The corresponding rise in
front-end Treasury rates meant the US dollar strengthened across the board. Looking
ahead, December’s Fed decision, which comes with a fresh dot plot, will be key in
steering policy expectations and is arguably the most impactful event of the next month.
We believe that the Fed will become increasingly hawkish in December’s meeting,
however, the probable speeding up of the tapering process and the upwards shift in the
median 2022 dot is likely to still undershoot the market’s expectation of Fed
normalisation. In addition, November’s US CPI reading will also show a glimpse of
whether prices will continue to be broad-based going forward or whether the expansion
in inflation pressures was related to October’s release only.
Higher European energy prices. Energy prices have been on the rise since September as
the colder months neared and reopening effects saw demand increase. At the same time,
supply issues pushed prices higher while markets were awaiting news of the approval of
the Nord Stream II pipeline which is largely seen as a solution to the depressed levels of
European energy inventories. However,
the pipeline certificate process was
“Over the short-term, energy
suspended by German authorities as
prices are likely to continue to
the entity behind the pipeline was
place downward pressure on
registered in Switzerland instead of
Germany. This led to gas prices rising
the euro, but the consensus is
even further as markets anticipated a
that the pressure will ease in Q1
further supply crunch, which weighed
2022.”
on growth prospects in the bloc as well.
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Beyond the current pressures on the euro that are likely to extend into December, yearend flows into the dollar and the recent blowout in cross currency swaps is another
reason we are bearish on EURUSD towards year-end and could even place further
downwards pressure on our 1.11 year-end call. However, we think under current
circumstances EURUSD needs a more hawkish Fed to break meaningfully below the 1.11
handle. With expectations for the Fed’s December meeting being high and market bets
being aggressive already, the Fed is more likely than not to disappoint relative to current
pricing, which makes us believe 1.10 is a stretch at present. The new Covid strain has so
far led to temporary bans on flights from some countries which weighed on risk sentiment
as a whole.

“The safe haven flows into the US dollar were visible in other pairs,
however EURUSD actually rallied on the news as this meant the
risks may no longer be isolated around the eurozone economy.”
Should cases globally rise to such an extent that other countries choose to impose
lockdown measures again, then this would place upward pressure on our 1.11 year-end
call and may see EURUSD close the year around the 1.12 or 1.13 level. Over the more
medium-term, our forecasts envisage a return to a stronger euro once these near-term
growth shocks have dissipated and the European Central Bank can move away from its
ultra-loose policy, but the currency strength is expected to be less significant than
previously anticipated under previously lower yields.
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